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Introduction 

In this note the problem of alignment ( accurate position
ing) of Silicon Drift Detector's (SDD) wa-fers within Sili
con Vertex Tracker (SVT) system is addressed. Most of 
the SVT physics involves precise determination of the im
pact parameter ( extrapolation accuracy to a vertex), which 
is significantly affected by misalignment caused by numerous 
physical effects ( thermal expansion, stress during insertion, 
magnetic field effects, etc.) Taking the SDD wafer as a rigid 
object, the misalignments break down into 4 categories (6 
parameters): 

• planar translation ( 2 parameters) 

• planar rotation (1 parameter) 

• radial translation ( 1 parameter) 

• out-of-plane rotation (2 parameters) 

To compensate for these deviations the data-driven align
ment is required [1). We propose and investigate a method 
for such alignment using a simple model consisting of three 
parallel SDD wafers. 

By data-driven alignment one means a determination of 
wafer displacements using a given set of coordinates of the 
points, where the tracks intersect the three SDD wafers. It is 
easy to demonstrate the impossibility of reconstructing all 18 
parameters ( 6 for each wafer) using the data only from these 
three wafers, without any additional information from other 
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Figure 1: Simple model of SVT system 

parts of detector. Let ~xi, ~Yi and ~Zi (i = 1, 2, 3) de
note the i-th wafer shift along the correspondingcoonlinate 
axes, ai - the angle of i-th wafer rotation in xy-plane ( the 
direction from y to x taken to be positive), f3i and 'Yi - the 
angles of rotation in xz and yz planes ( directions from x to 
z and from.y to z are taken to be positive). Let us consider a 
track coming from the beginning of coordinates and having 
the slopes (a, b) in the xz and yz planes, correspondingly. 
Then for the ideal wafer positions the coordinates of the in
tersection points would be (a, b, 1), (2a, 2b, 2) and (3a, 3b, 3) 
(see Fig.I). 

Supposing the angles and shifts to be sufficiently small 
one can write down transformations which take place in case 
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of misalignment in the following way: 

(a, b, 1) ~(a+ ~x1 + a1b, b + 8y1 - a1a, 1 + 

+~z1 + af31 + b71) 

(2a, 2b, 2) ~ (2a + ~x2 + 2a2b, 2b + ~Y2 -

-2a2a, 2 + ~z2 + 2a/32 + 2b72) 

(3a, 3b, 3) ~ (3a + ~x3 + 3a3b, 3b + ~Y:1 - · 

-3a:3a, 3 + Liz3 + 3a{33 + 3b73) 

Let's investigate the conditions that should be kept for the 
track to be linear, i.e, that the straight line going through the 
points on the first and second wafers also passes the point 
on the third one: 

X2 - X1 
x 1 + ---(z3 - zi) = x3, 

Z2 - Z1 

Y2 -y1 
YI + ---(z3 - z1) = Y3, 

Z2 - Z1 

where (xi, Yi, zi) are c?ordinates of the intersection points 
for the i-th wafer. Using the parametrization given above 
one obtains: 

(a+ (~x2 - ~x1) + b(2a2 - ai)) 

(1 + (~z2 - ~zi) + a(2{h - /31) + b(2,2 - "11)) 

(2+ (~z3 - ~z1) + a(3{33 - /31) + b(3,3 - "11)) + 

+(a+ ~x1 + a1b) = 3a + ~X3 + 3a3 
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(b + (fly2 - fly1) + a(2a2 - a1)) 

(1 + (flz2 - flz1) + a(2/32 - /31) + b(2,2 - ,1)) 

(2 + (8z3 - flzi) + a(3(33 - /31) + b(31:3 - ,i)) + 

+(b + fly1 - a1a) = 3b + £ly3 - 3a3 

Using the fact that all the deviations are small and the ap
proximate formula 1 / ( 1 + a) ~ 1 _ - a ( where a is small) one 

has: 

(-flx1 + 2flx2 -£lx3) + b(a1 - 4a2 - 3aa) + 
2 +a(flz3 - 2flz2 + flz1) + a (3/33 + 4/32 - /31) + 

+ab(313 - 4,2 + ,1) = 0 

(-fly1 + 2fly2 - £ly3) + a(a1 - 4a2 - 3aa) + 

+b( £lz3 - 2flz2 + flz1) + ab( 3/33 - 4/32 + /31) + 
2 +a ( 313 - 412 + ,1 ) = 0 

As we are interested in the case when all the tracks remain 
to be linear, these equations should be valid for any a and 

b, so 

{ 

£lx3 - 2flx2 + flx1 = 0 { 3aa - 4a2 + a1 = 0 
£ly3 - 2fly2 + fly1 = 0 3/33 - 4/32 + /31 = 0 
£lz3 - 28z2 + flz1 = 0 3,a - 4,2 + ,1 = 0 

This means that the requirement of track linearity can be 
used only for the reconstruction of one wafer position with 
respect to the other two. However, we can use for alignment 
the assumption that all the tracks originate from the com
mon vertex. Obviously, this assumption will not affect shifts, 
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so for the sake of simplicity let us put .:3.:i:i = .3.yi = flzi = 0. 
If ;i:1 •• yl', Zv denote the vertex C'.oorclinates, then the condition 
of c·ommon vertex can lw written down a.c..; follows: 

( b) 
(a+ b(20:2 - o:i)) 

(1, + 0:J + ------------
(1 + a(2/iQ - /ii)+ b(2,2 - ,i)) 

(z 1• - 1 - a/11 - lYYJ) = :1: 1 •• 

(l ) 
(b+a{20:2-o:i)) 

) + 0:1(1, + ------------
(1 + a(2/12 - /31) + b(2,2 - ,i)) 

(z 1.-:-- 1 - a/11 - b,,) = Yi•· 

Again using the fact that angles have small values and 
supposing the vertex to he near the beam pipe centre (i.e .. 
;z: 1• awl Yv an-' small) we havP : 

2az11 + 2b( a1 - 0:2) + a2{2/J2 - 2/31) + ab(2,2 - 2,1) ~ 0 

~ . . . 

2bz 0 + 2a(o:1 - n2) + b-(2,2 - 2,1) + ab(2/12 - 2/11) ~ 0 

{ 

0:1 = 0:2 
⇒ /31 = /32 ,1 = ,2 

Taking into account the expressions obtained earlier this 
means: 

{ 

O:;J = O'. I 

/33 = /31 
,:1 = ,1 

So we can reconstruct the rotation of two wafers with re
S}H'C"t to the third one. Thus, data from wafers allow one 
to reconstruct only 9 out of 18 required parameters and we 
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need sonw additional information to reconstruct the rest of 

the parameters. 
In this note we propose an algorithm for reconstruction 

of all 9 possible parameters (3 translations and 6 rotations). 
The following parameters were chosen : translations along 
x, y and z axes of the 1st wafer with respect to the other 
two ( ~x, ~y and ~z ) and all po:-;sible rotations of the first 
and second wafers with respect to the third one ( ai, f3i, 'Yi, 

where i = 1, 2). To carry out this task some preliminary 
\vork should be done, namely: 

• to develop a computational model as close as possible to 
the real experimental data, 

• to choose the method for optimal track reconstruction 
and vertex finding, and to investigate its accuracy, re
sistance to a contamination, etc., with the help of the 

developed model. 

1 Computational model 

To estimate the precision of vertex and detector position 
reconstruction by means of Monte-Carlo method the follow
ing model was used. The distance between detectors, their 
size and also the distance between the beam pipe centre and 
SDD1 were taken in accordance with the real SVT. Ver
tex coordinates were randomly chosen inside the beam pipe. 
Then 30 direct tracks were simulated from this vertex in 
such a way that each of them passed through all the three 
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SDD's. For this purpose two slopes a and b were chosen for 
every track ( projection slopes in xz and yz planes, where z 
- beam direction, xy - detector plane). a and b are random 
numbers uniformly distributed on the interval (amin, amax), 

where amin is the slope of the liIJ.e passing through the chosen 
vertex and the lower bound of SD D3, and amax - through 
the vertex and the upper bound of SDD3 (see Fig.2a). 

a) slope = amax b) 

slope = amin 

Figure 2: Definition of slopes ( a) and scattering angle (b) 

To get closer to the experimental data a normally dis
tributed random shifts were added to the coordinates of 
points in which the simulated tracks crossed the detectors. 
The n~ean square deviation ( distribution width) O' of this dis
placements was taken to be equal to 10, 20, or 30 µm when 
vertex reconstruction precision was analysed. While investi
gating the precision of detector position reconstruction O' was 
taken to be 20 µm. Besides, the multiple Coulomb scattering 
(2] was simulated for SD D2 and SD D3. For this purpose the 
slope of the line simulating the track was changed by some 
angle¢ after it crossed SDD1 and SDD2 (see Fig.2b). The 
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value of this angle was determined by a normally distributed 
random number with some O"<fJ [3]. The analysis of the vertex 
reconstruction precision was done with different values of O" c/J 

( 1, 2 and 3 mrad). When the precision of the detector po
sition reconstruction was investigated the scattering angles 
were simulated with O" <P = l mrad. The azimuth direction 
of scattering (in xy plane) was determined by some angle 0 
uniformly distributed on the interval (0, 27r-). After that a 
number of uniformly distributed points were added to each 
of the detectors as a background simulation. This number 

for our model was chosen at the 30% level. 

2 Vertex reconstruction 

The search for all possible tracks was clone before vertex 
fitting. For this purpose the following method was used. 
For each pair of points Pi, Pi ( where Pi is a point from the 
data set of SDD1, and Pi - SDD2) the point Pk (from the 
data set of SDD3) was searched for in the vicinity of the 
crossing of SD D3 and the line passing through Pi and Pi. 
If such a point was found, then a line W&'-:i drawn through 
these 3 points with the help of the least square method. The 
following parametrization was used for this line: 

x = xo + az Y =Yo+ bz 

Let (xi, Yi, zi), i = (1, 2, 3) be the coordinates of the three 
points, and (xo+azi, Yo+bzi, zi) the coordi1iates of the cross
ing of the approximating line with i-th plane. To determine 
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tra('k parameters a, xo, b. Yo the following functional was 
minimize< l: 

L = I:(wi[(xo + azi - xi)'2 +(Yo+ bzi - Yi)2]). 

Thns. we ('hoose for minimization a distance between points 
and track line in the wafer planes because it leads to the sim
ple linear equations on the track parameters and allows one 
to determine these parameters by a simple one step proce
dnn' \Vithout any time consuming iterations. Having found 
the partial derivatives we get two uncoupled pairs of equa
tions: 

{ 
npJ:o + °L(z;a:w;) = °L(w;:i:;) 
°L(zi'wi:z:o) + °L(zfaw;) = "£(1:iztwi) 

{ 
nµYo + °L(zib1-11i) = °L(Wi'.lJi) 
°L(zi'WiYo) + °L(zfbwi) = °L(YiZi'w;) 

Where np is the number of the points which determine every 
track ( in our case np = 3 ), Wi is a weight function, chosen 
in the following way : 

Wj= 

l, if (xi, Yi, Zi) are coordinates 
of SDD1 point 

1/2, if (1:i, Yi, zi) arc coord,inat.cs 
of SDD2 point 

1/3, if (1:i, Yi, zi) are coordinates 
of SDD:1 point 

We insert such a weight function because the data from 
the SD D2 and SD D3 are more strongly deviated from the 
real values due to the multiple Coulomb scattf-'ring. This 
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function weakens the influence of these points. Thus the 
line is drown closer to the SDD1 point 1 whose distribution 
width is smaller than that of SD D2 and SD D:3 points. This 
method of tracks reconstruction can be used for any number 

of wafers. 
After all the possible tracks had been found the prelimi-

nary vertex fit was accomplished. For this purpose the re
gion inside the beam pipe where the vertex might be situated 
was divided into cubes with the side a = 600ttrn. Then the 
number of the tracks passing through each cube was counted. 
Then this procedure was repeated for a cube that was crossed 
by the biggest number of the tracks with a = 150µ'm. After 
that the vertex position was determined precisely. It was 
done by finding the point whose sum of distance squares to 
each track was minimal. Let (xviYv,zv) be the vertex co
ordi11ates~ and ( :r:oi + aiz, Yoi + biz, z) coordinates of some 
point on i-th track. Let (x:nirii Y~iin, z;nin) be the coordinates 
of crossing of i-th track with the perpendicular drawn from 
(:i:v:Yv~zv)- The ortogonality condition may be written as 
A- B = 0, where A= { ai, bi, 1} - vector determining the i-th 
track direction, and iJ = { Xoi+aiZ-Xv, Yoi+biz-yv, z-zv} 
- vector determining the perpendicular direction. So, it is 
easy to get for the coordinates of the required point 

{ 

2
z.· • = (ai(xv-XOi~+biJYv-Yoil+zv) 
mm (ai +bi +l) 

X~nin = XOi + aiz:nin 
Y:nin = Yoi + biz:nin 

Then in oder to reconstruct vertex position it is necessary 
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to minimize the functional 

i 2 i 2 i · 2 Ll = L((xmin - Xv) + (Ymin - Yv) + (zmin - Zv) ), 
nt 

where nt - the number of tracks. Substituting the expressions 
for Xmin, Ymin and Zmin and fi_nding the partial derivatives 

we have: 
. ( 2 2) L aiXv + L biYv _ L ai + bi Zv 

di di di 
( .2) 2 1 + bi Xv aibiYv ai Zv I: ----'-'-- - I: - - I: -

di · di di 
= L (1 + bf)xoi - aibiYOi 

di 

( 2) 2 L aibiXv _ L 1 + ai Yv + L bi Zv 
di ~ ~ 

= " (1 + br)yoi - aibixoi 
~ di ' 

L aiXoi + biYOi 
d· i 

where di = 1 + a~ + bf. As one can see the functional is 
quadratic on the Xv, Yv and Zv so the solution of this system 
of equations gives us the required values and such algorithm 

turns out to be a very fast one. 
To determine the precision of vertex reconstruction a thou

sand of tests were carried out for each value of er and er <I> 

parameters. Figure 3 demonstrates the distribution of ver
tex reconstruction errors for 20 µm and 1 mrad. Figure 
4 shows the dependence of vertex reconstruction precision 

er vertex = Jcr; + er~ + er; on values of er and er</>· The results 
obtained show a good precision of the method proposed. 
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Figure 3: Vertex reconstruction errors (µm) 
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Figure 4: avertex dependencies on a (a) and a,t, (b) 

That allowed usto use this method for wafer position recon
struction (alignment). 

3 Alignment 

As we have seen, the condition of common vertex for all 
tracks is essential for the possibility to determine as much 
as 9 parameters. So for each track x2 we take the distance 
between the track and the points of each detector as well 
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as the distance between the track line and the found vertex. 
Tlw minimization of the following functional was used for 

tlw alignment: 

•) x- 2 2 M = - = (I:((Zmin - Zv) ·+ (xoi + aiZmin - Xv) + 
nt nt 

2 :3 2 
+(Yoi + biZmin -yv) + L ((:r:oi + aiZni - Xni) + 

n=l 

+(Yoi + biZni - Yni)2))/nt. 

wlwn· 1:11i,Yni,Zni - i-.th track coordinates on n-th plane. \Ve 
worked with x2 /nt because the number of the found tracks 
may he different. It is accounted for by pre~ence of back
ground and mostly by tht> loss of sonw tracks due to the 

misalignment. 
The possibility of existence of such a great misalignment 

that can lea.cl to the loss of considerable munlwr of tracks 
ma.de us to carry out the alignment in 2 stages. At first the 
selection of primary approximation for some of the para.me
ters was clone. The investigation showed that to find primary 
approximation for all 3 translations and for planar rotation 
is quite enough, because the influence of out-of-pla.m' rota
tion on x2 is very small. The true detector position can he 
taken as the primary approximation for tlwse 4 rotation pa
rameters (i.e., they were assumed to be equal to zero). The 
approximation for 6.x and 6.y was searched in the inter
val (-600 /Lrn, +600 /l'HI,) with a step 150 JJ,'111,, and for 6.z 
with a step 300 p.m .. For planar rotation the o: approxima
tion wa.<-; searched for in the interval (-20 mra.d, +20 mra.d) 
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with a step 8 mracl. For each combination of parameter val
ues the track and vertex reconstructions were clone and the 
functional value was found. As the primary approximation 
and parameters values we chose those that gave the minimal 
value of M. Certainly, such a search for primary approxima
tion is a bit time consuming, but it is absolutely unavoidable, 
because the dependence M = M(6.1:, 6-y, 6-z, ai·, f3i, ')'i) is 
a complicated function with a great number of local min
ima and the selection of primary approximation helps to 
escape from finding one of them. To make the algorithm 
work faster the primary approximation was determined in 
the above-mentioned way for the first 10 events only, then 
for all other events 

"n-1 ( 1n[ .. ]) n[·] L..m=l par i par0 i = 
n-l 

was chosen as the primary approximation. And this sub
stantially clecreac;ecl the time of program work. 

After the selection of primary approximation the align
me11t was c:arried out. For this purpose the values of all the 
partial derivatives were determined 

m(i] = DM = M(paro[i] + st) - M(par0 [i] - st) 
Dpar[i] 2st 

where st - is some step, and par - array of parameters. Then 
all the parameters were changed according to: 

. . rn[i]st 
par[i] = par[i] - Vi/ . . , 

I:jmb]2 
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where Vi are some constants accounting for different influence 
of the misalignment parameters on total x2 (1] and different 
physical dimensions of shifts and rotations. Then M was 
calculated with the new values of the parameters par[i], i = 
1, 2 .. 9 and the result was compared with the previous value 
of M. In case the functional value had become smaller, then 
parameter values were taken as new primary approximation 
after that the procedure was repeated. If the value of M 
turned out to be greater the previous one, then the step 
variable st was reduced by a factor 1/2 and the procedure 
was continued. The :whole fitting procedure was finished 
when the value of step variable became less than the value 
of stepmin, which was determined by the required precision 

[4]. 

4 Results 

The precision estimation of the alignment method was done 
in the following way. A thousand of events was simulated in. 
the above described way. The values of distortion parameters 
were randomly chosen and coordinates of SDD point were 
recalculated taking into consideration translations and rota
tions. After that the alignment was done and the obtained 
results were compared with the initial misalignment param
eters. For each reconstructed parameter the histogramming 

of estimation errors was done 

8[i] = par[i] - parreaz[i], 
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13.x(µm) 13.y(µm,) 13.z(µm,) 

a1(mrad) f31(mrad) ,1(mrad) 

a2(mrad) .. 2(mrad) 

Figure 5: Detector reconstruction errors 
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Table. Precision of the wafers position <lPtermination 

rr:r rry (T = (T O'J rrd1 rr,1 (T 0:2 rr;32 rr,2 

4.4 4.3 12.2 0.2G 1.30 1.35 0.13 0.63 0.60 

/l'ln . rn:rad 

when' parreat[i] - a true value of i-th parameter. The ob
tained histogramms are shown in Figure 5. All the clistri
lmtions turned out to be unbiased, i.e., the mean value of 
parameter reconstr11ctio11 errors 6[i] ~ 0. The obtained re
sults of mean square dt3 viations for all parameters are given 

in the Table. 

5 Conclusion 

Using a simplified SVT system we proposed the fa.-,t algo
rithms for the tracks and vertex reconstruction and investi
gated the method of detector position reconstruction. The 
results obtained show the good precision of the method pro
posed, that allows us to offer it for a Monte-Carlo test on the 
model with the real SVT geometry and then for processing 
of real experimental data. 
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